The 1999 M-13 has been updated with the following changes:

1. 10 Record - Updated Ineligible SSN flag, (field 30). Changed the name to SSN Chk Flg and from 1 bytes to 2 bytes. The field if for Internal Use Only.

2. 11 Record Calculation - Update Premium Calculation for Tobacco for Late Planting.

3. 12 Record - Changed (field 13) to be CAT Fee Payment Validation Flag used for reporting the error code for CAT fee payments. Decreased the filler on (field 14) by 8 bytes. Renumbered fields from 14 to end since new field was added.

4. 19 Record Exhibits - Corrected Liability calculation. Updated Total Premium Calculation.

5. 21 Record Exhibits - Updated Exhibit 21-5, Stage Codes by Crop. Updated criteria for Simplified Claims Processing, Exhibit 21-6.

6. 21 Record Calculations - Added Crambe to list of crops under replant calculations.

7. 23 Record - Updated narrative on Expense Percentage (field 28), Expense Reduction Percentage (field 29), Adjusted Revenue to Count (field 37) and Indemnity (field 39).